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american car journalists and auto bloggers are gonna love this: a u.s. vehicle traveling 3,000 miles per year could save up to $3,300 over three years in fuel costs by using a smaller displacement engine in place of the high-
compression engines found in the popular civic, and $5,700 over three years if swapped out for the 1.8 liter civic si engine. if you’re like most people, you’re more likely to pay more per year in maintenance and repairs than

you would save. it’s strange that most popular features in windows xp are missing in windows ce 5.0: a command prompt, on-screen keyboard, control panel, etc. since the software will need to run for days on end, it’s
important to use the best possible computing resources, so i’ve opted for the pentium m processor, which is the equivalent of a 1.8 ghz i386 ppc mac. the 23,000-mile maintence interval is standard. my car consumes 12.4

quarts of oil per mile, but igo primo only allows you to enter a maintenance interval of one day, 10,000 miles, or 14 days, 35,000 miles (usually my car requires two.5 quarts of oil per 10,000 miles, so i’ve entered the
shortest interval in igo primo, which is what i normally choose anyway). the absence of the start button means that a good deal of functionality is absent, but it does provide access to the home screen for quick access to the
audio, video, docs, and support areas. it’s a good, easy to use interface for managing content on the phone. igo primo 9 allows your phone to act as a wireless hotspot and a repeater for your mobile phone. i chose a mobile

phone that uses cdma as the radio interface. igo primo 9 allows your pda or phone to act as a hotspot and repeater for your mobile phone. cdma allows your gsm phone to use your pc as a wireless hotspot, provided that
your pc is equipped with a gsm interface. both cdma and gsm are in widespread use all over the world, so igo primo runs with minimal configuration and has a very high worldwide device compatibility.
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